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Are Diamonds a Good Investment?  

 
 
The topic of buying diamonds as an investment has 
recently become a commonly debated issue. A fixed price 
per gram, such as the universal world price for an ounce of 
gold, for example, does not exist for any diamonds, 
whether colourless diamonds or Natural Fancy Coloured 
Diamonds. 
Each stone is unique, and no two stones are exactly the 
same. A diamond’s value is determined by several factors, 
the best known being the 4Cs: Carat, Colour, Clarity and 
Cut. Even the smallest differences can have an enormous 
impact on price.  

 
The term “investment diamonds” is used more and more often; however, because diamonds 
yield neither interest nor dividends, they are not a typical investment. Supply and demand 
also affect the price of diamonds, so although diamond prices are stable over a long period, a 
drop in demand can cause prices to fall.  

 
For rare colours like pink, blue, green or red, prices have increased significantly for stones of 
all sizes. In recent years, record-breaking prices have been paid for larger stones in these 
colours at the famous Sotheby’s and Christie’s auctions. Despite these record prices, 
however, caution is still advised because often times, those high prices were paid by 
professional traders who specialize in the sale of such stones. In addition, several “important” 
stones recently failed to attract buyers at auction. 
 
Other suitable options for investment include diamonds in less rare colours that come from 
mines which are expected to close soon. The Argyle Mine in Western Australia is a perfect 
example. Although top prices are already being paid for pink diamonds from this mine, 
champagne coloured stones from Australia are still relatively inexpensive compared to other 
colours. Nevertheless, prices for champagne diamonds have also increased in recent years. 
If this mine, currently the world’s largest supplier of champagne coloured diamonds, does 
indeed close as expected, the prices for beautiful single stones in these colours will continue 
to rise.  

 



Despite price increases for individual diamond colours, it is still difficult for end customers to 
make a profit with diamonds. End customers pay retail prices to the jeweller. If they want to 
then sell the stone, they will only receive the wholesale price back from the jeweller. In 
addition, the customer will not be able to reclaim the sales tax paid on the retail price. In order 
to make a profit, the stone’s value would need to have risen sharply, and that is usually only 
the case over a very long period of time. Otherwise, the jeweller would have to forgo his profit 
margin, making the sale of diamonds unprofitable.  

 
To complicate matters further, there is no real resale market for diamonds. Unlike gold, 
diamonds cannot just be sold at the nearest bank. It is sometimes very difficult to find a 
suitable buyer, and almost impossible to find one quickly.  

 
For the reasons mentioned above, we at KULSEN & HENNIG and DOMINIK KULSEN are 
very critical of using “diamonds as an investment”. Diamonds are a luxury item and we feel 
strongly that they should continue to be used primarily for jewellery that defines itself through 
emotion, design, and the pleasure that comes from owning and wearing the stones. Jewellers 
and goldsmiths should consider carefully whether to engage in the sale of diamonds as an 
investment, as they may soon after have to deal with buying back the stones and managing 
the financial expectations of the end customer. This market’s opaque nature could easily 
jeopardize a business’s carefully built reputation. Although we cannot in good conscience 
recommend diamonds for investment purposes, they will, of course, always have their so-
called “intrinsic value”. Their eternal beauty and elegance alone make the purchase 
worthwhile.  

 

 

 

  

 

Pink Tender – Six Heroes up for Auction 

   
First held in 1984, the annual “Argyle Pink Diamonds Tender” is an exclusive diamond sale 
highlighting the most exceptional stones found in the mine during the year. 
 
The 2018 Tender in October comprises 63 stones representing a total weight of 51.48 carats 
– a collection so rare that most of the diamonds will probably never reach the open market. A 
handful of specially selected collectors throughout the world will be invited to exclusive 
viewings in Sydney, Hong Kong and New York where they can place sealed bids on these 
very rare diamonds. This year’s auction is expected to break all previous records. 

 

 
 
The 2018 Argyle Pink Diamonds Tender collection includes six “hero” diamonds, one of 
which (The Argyle Muse) is the largest red diamond ever offered at Tender. 
  

Argyle Alpha 3.14 ct Emerald Fancy Vivid Purplish Pink 

    

Argyle Muse 2.28 ct Oval Fancy Purplish Red 

    

Argyle Maestro 1.29 ct Square Radiant Fancy Vivid Purplish Pink 

    

Argyle Alchemy 1.57 ct Princess Fancy Dark Gray-Violet 



    

Argyle Odyssey 2.08 ct Round Brilliant Fancy Intense Pink 

    

Argyle Mira 1.12 ct Radiant Fancy Red 

 
Bids close on October 10, and, after that, each stone will belong to the highest bidder. 
 
Rumours that the Argyle Mine will close in 2021 are already causing the prices of pink 
diamonds to increase. The Argyle Mine’s 2017 annual report indicated that its ore resources 
had fallen by 45%. No other mine in the world produces comparable stones in red, pink, violet 
or champagne colours. 
 
We will keep you updated on further developments! 
 
If you would like to learn more about the Tender, you can find further information at 
“The 6 Heroes”. 

 

 
 
"Copyright © 2017 Argyle Diamonds Limited."  

 

 

  

 

From Our Collection 

   

 

 
1. Pear / Fancy Brown Greenish Yellow / 0.55 ct / VS / 6,52 x 4,26 x 2,72 mm / GIA 

2. Princess / Fancy Intense Pink / 0.31 ct / SI / 3,76 x 3,50 x 2,70 mm / GIA 
3. Marquise / Light Yellow / 0.59 ct / VVS / 8,46 x 4,21 x 2,77 mm / GIA 

 

 

 

 

http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135385&enc=68747470733a2f2f617267796c6570696e6b6469616d6f6e64732e636f6d2e6175&tg=2018-tender-heroes-gallery
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135390&enc=68747470733a2f2f7777772e6769612e656475&tg=report-check?reportno=7278392613
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135395&enc=68747470733a2f2f7777772e6769612e656475&tg=report-check?reportno=5181915207&s=1535036295931
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135400&enc=68747470733a2f2f7777772e6769612e656475&tg=report-check?reportno=2171934413


 
1. Brilliant / Fancy Deep Yellowish Orange / 0.51 ct / SI / 4,80 x 4,92 x 3,26 mm / GIA 

2. Brilliant / Fancy Yellowish Brown / 2.17 ct / VS / 8,27 x 8,29 x 5,11 mm / HRD 
3. Radiant / Fancy Pink Purple / 0.52 ct / VS / 4,37 x 4,34 x 3,20 mm / GIA 

 

 

 

 

 
1. Brilliant / Fancy Intense Pink / 0.19 ct / SI / 3,65 x 3,71 x 2,28 mm / GIA 

2. Cushion / Fancy Deep Brownish Greenish Yellow / 1.11 ct / 6,07 x 5,44 x 3,74 mm / GIA 
3. Heart / Fancy Intense Orangy Yellow / 0.25 ct / VS / 4,19 x 3,90 x 2,19 mm 

 

 

 

 

 
1. Heart / Fancy Purplish Pink / 0.11 ct / VS / 2,89 x 3,11 x 1,81 mm / GIA 

2. Marquise / Fancy Gray / 0.52 ct / I / 7,85 x 4,25 x 2,65 mm 
3. Brilliant / Fancy Deep Pink / 0.17 ct / I / 3,74 x 3,80 x 2,07 mm / GIA 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   Ant stealing a diamond 
  

 

 

  

 

The teams at KULSEN & HENNIG GBR and DOMINIK KULSEN AG wish you a 
golden autumn and a creative season! 

 
Looking forward to welcoming you to INHORGENTA ! 

Hall C1 / Stand 309 / 22 - 25 February 2019 
 

http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135405&enc=68747470733a2f2f7777772e6769612e656475&tg=report-check?reportno=2181915793&s=1535036672114
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135410&enc=68747470733a2f2f6d792e687264616e74776572702e636f6d&tg=?id=34&record_number=16010443001
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135415&enc=68747470733a2f2f7777772e6769612e656475&tg=report-check?reportno=2175699153
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135420&enc=68747470733a2f2f7777772e6769612e656475&tg=report-check?reportno=5182915187
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135425&enc=68747470733a2f2f7777772e6769612e656475&tg=report-check?reportno=1172587837&s=1535037246526
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135430&enc=68747470733a2f2f7777772e6769612e656475&tg=report-check?reportno=1122857665
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135435&enc=68747470733a2f2f7777772e6769612e656475&tg=report-check?reportno=1162805501
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=%5bsid%5d&lid=16135445&enc=68747470733a2f2f6765656b6f6c6f6769652e636f6d&tg=2018/08/im-rich-video-of-an-ant-trying-to-steal.php
http://ea.newscpt.com/_la.php?&nid=3744880&sid=[sid]&lid=16135440&enc=687474703a2f2f6765656b6f6c6f6769652e636f6d&tg=2018/08/im-rich-video-of-an-ant-trying-to-steal.php


 

 

 

You will receive our next newsletter in February 2019, right in time for 
INHORGENTA. 

 

Past newsletters can be found in our newsletter archives. 
 

More information is available in our Data Protection Statement. 

 

 

 

KULSEN & HENNIG GbR I POB 2 10 63 I 10122 Berlin I T +49 (0)30 400 55 93 0 
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DOMINIK KULSEN AG I POB 2033 I 8401 Winterthur I T +41 (0)52 212 24 40 

www.dominikkulsen.com I info@dominikkulsen.com 
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